SUPSALV
Maintaining expertise in the following disciplines:
- Salvage
- Search and Recovery
- Ship Repair
- Pollution Abatement
- Diving and Diving Systems

T-ARS 50 Class Salvage Ships (MSC manned multipurpose salvage and diving platforms)

T-ATF 166 Class (MSC manned Towing Vessels)

Mobile Diving and Salvage Units (diving and salvage support for major operations)

SUPSALV Contracts
SUPSALV maintains worldwide commercial contracts for:
- Salvage, Towing and Ocean Engineering
- Diving Services/Underwater Ship Maintenance
- Search and Recovery Operations
- Oil/Hazmat Spill Response

The U.S. Navy is authorized to provide the above services to other federal agencies if so requested. These contracts are competitively awarded and activated by issuing tasking statements. This system alleviates the time consuming requirement to compete and award an independent contract for each operation. These contracts comply with the Competition in Contracting Act (CICA) and may be utilized by other federal agencies with an interagency transfer of funds.

Oil Pollution Equipment
- Skimmer and oil collection systems
- Oil containment booms
- Oil storage and transfer systems

Salvage Equipment
- Deep ocean salvage systems
- Mooring systems
- Towing engines and hawsers
- Beach gear, wire rope, and chain
- Generators, capstans, hydraulic power units, pumps
- Winches, cutting and welding systems

Emergency Ship Salvage Material (ESSM) System Equipment
**SUPSALV Missions**

- Marine Salvage, Towing and Search and Recovery
- Oil and Hazardous Substance Response
- Diving Policy
- Diving System Certification
- Underwater Ship Husbandry

**Salvage Facilities Act**

- 10 U.S. Code Sec 7361-64
- Provide Necessary Salvage Facilities/Services Determined to be in the Best Interest of the United States

**SUPSALV Contact Info**

Naval Sea Systems Command  
1333 Isaac Hull Avenue S.E.  
Washington Navy Yard, D.C. 20376-1070

Phone: (202) 781-1731  
Emergency Contact NAVSEA Duty Officer, Phone: (202) 781-3889

Email: Ship Salvage, Search & Recovery  
00C2@supsalv.org  
Oil Pollution  
00C25@supsalv.org

A complete inventory of ESSM equipment can be found at  
http://www.navsea.navy.mil/Home/SUPSALV/ESSM/